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Abstract. A Kripke Semantics is defined for a higher-order logic programming
language with constraints, based on Church’s Theory of Types and a generic constraint formalism.
Our syntactic formal system, hoHH(C) (higher-order hereditary Harrop formulas
with constraints), which extends λProlog’s logic, is shown sound and complete.
A Kripke semantics for equational reasoning in the simply typed lambda-calculus
(Kripke Lambda Models) was introduced by Mitchell and Moggi in 1990. Our
model theory extends this semantics to include full impredicative higher-order
intuitionistic logic, as well as the executable hoHH fragment with typed lambdaabstraction, implication and universal quantification in goals and constraints. This
provides a Kripke semantics for the full higher-order hereditarily Harrop logic of
λProlog as a special case (with the constraint system chosen to be β,η-conversion).

1

Introduction

Declarative programming languages have been developed with the aim of keeping code
as close as possible to some notion of a specification, while at the same time having a
reasonably efficient operational interpretation. This goal has usually been pursued by
taking the syntax from some underlying formalism, which gives programs and inputs
independent mathematical meaning, and then defining a mechanism that makes the code
executable in a way consistent with that meaning. Semantics provides a framework
in which the two readings can be understood and analyzed, and their compatibility
verified.
The original Horn clause-with-resolution formulation of logic programming that
underlies Prolog has been quite successful, but has required a significant control component outside the logic for efficiency, and includes controversial metaprogramming
predicates.
Two basic lines of research have attempted to add to the expressive power of the
original Horn clause core without compromising declarative transparency. One has been
based on expanding the logic to include, for example, executable fragments of higherorder logic with lambda-conversion, higher-order unification, type theory, linear logic,

etc. [18], and the other on adding constraints [12, 22, 13] in a reasonably generic fashion. The latter addition can be thought of, declaratively, as transferring the logic from
a term model to more complex data domains, giving enriched notions of computation,
input, output and unification.
This paper provides semantic tools for modelling logic programming with intuitionistic higher-order logic, with implication and universal quantification in goals, types, λterms and constraints. We have chosen to work with one particular logic programming
language, hoHH(C), that combines the logic underlying λProlog, higher-order hereditarily Harrop formulas over an intuitionistic formulation of Church’s Theory of Types
[18], with Saraswat’s constraint formalism [22], because it incorporates so many of
logic programming extensions of interest and along with them, many of the problems
that must be overcome in modelling similar languages.
The combination of these features creates a multiple challenge for the semantics:
modelling higher-order intuitionistic formulas in an impredicative logic, giving meaning to λ-terms and types and relativizing interpretations to a foreign black-box constraint system.
Several problems must be solved here. To begin with, there is the logical intensionality problem: one must supply a denotation of λ-terms, including those of boolean
type, while simultaneously giving them truth values. Logic programming in type theory
requires a certain amount of noninterference between the two. In higher-order logic,
and in particular in λProlog, predicates may appear as arguments to predicates, yet logically equivalent predicates must not give rise inevitably to identical denotations: if F1
and F2 are logically equivalent formulas, it need not follow that for any higher-order
predicate p of the right type p(F1 ) and p(F2 ) are equivalent. Otherwise a goal ?−p(F1 )
with a program p(F2 ) (which fails in λProlog) could not be handled just by unification
over a constraint theory. It would call the entire proof search mechanism into play just
to determine first if F1 were equivalent to F2 .
Also impredicativity must be dealt with a priori. If X is of boolean type, an instance
G[t/X] of a higher-order formula such as ∃XG may have greater complexity than the
original formula (just consider t = (∃XG)). Thus the usual inductive definability of
truth must somehow be circumvented, either by inducting on something other than formulas (types in Henkin’s completeness theorem [10], or other measures as in the second
class of models defined in this paper) or by a mixed approach, making the definition of
truth non-inductive as in our initial Kripke semantics, or as in [23, 1, 6].
In this paper we show hoHH(C) is sound and complete for our Kripke structures,
extending earlier partial results [17, 7, 26], and including Kripke semantics for the full
logic of λProlog as a special case, obtained by taking β,η-conversion for our constraint
system.

2

Higher-order Intuitionistic Logic with Constraints

In this section we briefly recapitulate for the reader’s convenience the main syntactic
features of the hoHH(C) programming language, and its sequent calculus, treated in
much greater detail in [15, 16].
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2.1

Syntactic preliminaries

The formalization of higher-order logic used here is based on an intuitionistic reformulation [18] of Church’s theory of types [4], a theory that builds higher-order logic on
top of the simply typed λ-calculus. The existence of types facilitates the incorporation
of a foreign constraint system. Logical formulas are terms of type o, and constraints are
terms of a new base type γ. We are thus able to define mixed theories using a single
formal mechanism.
We begin by defining what terms, types, formulas and constraints are in Church’s
Theory of Types. In the next section (2.2), on the syntax of hoHH(C), we will restrict
this class of formulas to a subset of legal clauses and goals.
The main components of Church’s Type Theory are types and terms. The set Ty
of types, with elements α, includes at least atomic types, called sorts, and functional
types, α → α. The set of sorts must contain at least the two special sorts o and γ. The
functional type → associates to the right. We will also freely make use of the more
compact Church’s type notation βα for α → β, which, since given in reverse order,
associates to the left.
Typed terms, denoted by t (or tα when displaying their type is of interest) are obtained from a set V of typed variables, xα , and a signature Σ consisting of a set of typed
constant symbols, cα , by the abstraction and type-compatible application operations of
the λ-calculus: t := xα | cα |(λxα . t) | (tα→β tα ). We omit parentheses when they are
not necessary, assuming that abstraction and application are right and left associative,
respectively, and that application has smaller scope than abstraction.
Terms of type o are called logic formulas. Terms of type γ are called constraint
formulas, and they are usually denoted by C.
We say that a term t is in λ-normal form Λ(t) when it is in both β, η-normal form.
By λ-equivalence we mean α, β, η-equivalence between terms, and we denote it ≡λ .
Every term in our type theory (the simply typed λ-calculus) is equivalent to one in
normal form [9, 11].
We use the notation fv(t) or fv(S) to denote the set of free variables in a term t
or in a set S, respectively. We denote simultaneous substitution of terms ti for every
free occurrence of xi in a term t by t[t1 /x1 , . . . , tn /xn ], or simply t[t/x], and we will
assume that t[t/x] is in fact Λ(t[t/x]).
The signature Σ is partitioned into logical and nonlogical constants. The logical
constants are the symbols: >, ⊥, ∧, ∨, ⇒, ∃, ∀, of certain specific types. Since constraints and pure logical formulas are terms of different types, Σ must contain logical constants of different types to build constraints or logical formulas. For instance,
∃(α→γ)→γ , ∃(α→o)→o , or ∧o→o→o , ∧γ→o→o are always elements of Σ. The non-logical
constants are those defined by the user, including a symbol for equality: ≈α→α→γ , for
every type α.
We use infix notation for ≈, ∧, ∨, ⇒, and, following Church, we abbreviate ∃(λx.F ),
∀(λx.F ) by ∃xF and ∀xF , respectively. We call a logic formula in normal form whose
leftmost non-parenthesis symbol is either a nonlogical constant or a variable an atomic
formula, rigid in the former case, and flexible in the latter. This leading symbol is called
the predicate symbol or predicate variable, respectively, of the atomic formula in ques3

tion. We denote atomic formulas by A. Ar represents rigid atomic formulas. For predicate variables (variables of type o) we use capital letters X, Y .
For the rest of this paper we will take the signature Σ and the initial set of variables
V to be fixed, with one exception. The set of variables will be extended in the proof of
the completeness theorem.
2.2

The programming language hoHH(C)

In [18] Miller et. al. identified the so-called uniformity property as a fundamental requirement for a logic programming language. This property guarantees completeness of
goal-oriented search for proofs with respect to the underlying logic of intuitionistic type
theory. Our language extends the class of higher-order Hereditary Harrop formulas of
λProlog to include constraints in such a way as to preserve uniformity, as it is shown in
detail in [15].
The constraint system C The constraints we will consider here belong to a generic
system C that is assumed to satisfy certain conditions. Following [22], we view a constraint system as a pair C = hLC , `C i, where LC is a set of λ-terms of type γ in normal
form built up from Σ and V , and `C is a binary entailment relation between sets of
constraints, Γ , and single constraints, C. C is required to satisfy:
– Every λ-term in normal form of type γ, built up using constraint predicate symbols
(of type α → γ), the logical constants >γ , ⊥γ , ∃(α→γ)→γ and optionally, other
suitably typed logical constants (such as ∧γ→γ→γ , ⇒γ→γ→γ , ∀(α→γ)→γ ) is in LC .
– All equations t1 ≈ t2 are in LC .
– All the inference rules for equality and for those connectives included in LC that
are valid in intuitionistic logic are valid inferences in `C .
– Compactness: Γ `C C holds iff Γ0 `C C for some finite Γ0 ⊆ Γ .
– Γ `C C implies Γ σ `C Cσ for every substitution σ.
– If t1 ≡λ t2 , then `C t1 ≈ t2 .
– The cut-rule is allowed in C : if Γ 0 `C Γ and Γ `C C, then Γ 0 `C C.
An often used example is the constraint system R of Real-closed Fields: LR is a
language with all classical logical connectives including negation, and Γ `R C holds
iff AxR ∪ Γ `≈ C, where AxR is Tarski’s axiomatization of the real numbers [24],
and `≈ is the entailment relation of classical logic with equality.
Now we spell out the syntax of our programming language. The atomic formulas of
hoHH(C), like those of λProlog’s hoHH are limited to those formed by application of
predicate symbols (symbols of type α → o) to positive terms, in accordance with the
following definition.
Definition 1. The set of positive terms consists of all the terms in λ-normal form built
up from Σ and V, not containing constraint predicate symbols, nor the logical constants
⊥ and ⇒.
A positive atomic formula is an atomic logical formula containing only positive
terms.
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We remind the reader that in higher-order logic, logical formulas can appear as subterms
of atomic formulas, so this restriction is significant.
Given a generic constraint system C satisfying the requirements listed above, the
syntax of the constraint-enriched formal system hoHH(C) consists of the following
fragment of higher-order logic.
Definition 2. The set of definite clauses, with elements denoted by D, and the set of
goals, with elements denoted by G, are sets of formulas, in λ-normal form, defined by
the following syntactic rules:
D := Ar | D1 ∧ D2 | G ⇒ Ar | ∀xD
G := A | C | G1 ∧ G2 | G1 ∨ G2 | D ⇒ G | C ⇒ G | ∃xG | ∀xG
where A is a positive atomic formula, Ar a rigid positive atomic formula. Notice that
> and ⊥ are constraints, so they are goals.
A program ∆ is a finite set of definite clauses (just called “clauses” for the rest of
the paper).
Clauses are always terms of type o. Goals that are pure constraint formulas C (which
may themselves contain connectives of type e.g. γ → γ → γ) have type γ, but compound goals built up from them using the definition just given, must be of type o. Thus,
for instance, depending on the nature of G1 , G2 , a goal of the form G1 ∧ G2 might be
built with ∧γ→o→o , ∧o→γ→o ∧γ→γ→o or ∧o→o→o . When type of the logical constants
can be deduced from the context, the typing is not shown.
Example 1. Consider the instance hoHH(R). The following program can be written.
∆ = {∀x∀y(x2 + y 2 ≈ 2 ⇒ circle(x, y)), ∀x∀y(x2 + 6y 2 ≈ 2 ⇒ ellipse(x, y)),
∀X(X ≈ circle ∨ X ≈ ellipse ⇒ f igure(X))}.
And the goal
G ≡ ∃X1 ∃X2 (f igure(X1 ) ∧ f igure(X2 ) ∧ ¬(X1 ≈ X2 ) ∧X1 (x, y) ∧ X2 (x, y)).
However, the formula ∀x(∃y((y 2 ≈ x ∨ ellipse(x, y)) ⇒ circle(x, y))) is not a logical
formula of the language hoHH(C), because it is not a clause, due to the existential
quantifier, nor a goal, since the disjunction y 2 ≈ x ∨ ellipse(x, y) is not allowed in the
antecedent of a goal.
The elaboration of a programS∆ is a mapping from programs to sets of implicative
clauses. It is the set elab(∆) = D∈∆ elab(D), where elab(D) is defined by the following rules:
elab(Ar ) = {> ⇒ Ar },
elab(D1 ∧ D2 ) = elab(D1 ) ∪ elab(D2 ),
elab(G ⇒ Ar ) = {G ⇒ Ar }, elab(∀xD) = {∀xD0 | D0 ∈ elab(D)}.
We will assume that any goal, constraint or element of any elab(∆) is in normal
form.
The Proof Rules We now give the underlying sequent calculus, hoUC, that makes
the collection of program; constraint ` goal triples in hoHH(C) a (nondeterministic)
logic programming language. Possible interpreter design along the lines, say of [21]
are not discussed here. This proof system combines traditional inference rules with the
entailment relation of a generic constraint system C .
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Sequents have finite sets of programs and constraints on the left and single goals on
the right. ∆; Γ `hoU C G means the sequent ∆; Γ ` G is derivable in hoUC. When
either or ∆ or Γ is infinite, we mean the sequent ∆0 ; Γ 0 ` G is derivable in hoUC for
some finite subsets ∆0 ⊆ ∆ and Γ 0 ⊆ Γ .
C is called an answer constraint for G from ∆ when ∆; C `hoU C G. For instance,
in Example (1), x2 ≈ 2 ∧ y ≈ 0 is an answer constraint. As with many constraint formalisms, constraints built up progressively on the left during a bottom-up construction
of a proof of a given goal constitute the output of this programming language, considerably extending the expressive power of conventional logic programming, where outputs
are restricted to equations of the form variable = term.
The set of rules of this proof system appears in Figure 1.
Γ `C C
(CR )
∆; Γ |— C

∆; Γ |— ∃x((A0r ≈ Ar ) ∧ G0 )
(Clause) (∗), where
∆; Γ |— Ar
∀x(G0 ⇒ A0r ) is α-equivalent to a formula of elab(∆)

∆; Γ |— F Γ `C X ≈ t
(F lex), F ≡ Λ((X t1 . . . tn )[t/X]), fv(t) ⊆ fv(t), t positive
∆; Γ |— Xt1 . . . tn
∆; Γ |— Gi
(∨R ) (i = 1, 2)
∆; Γ |— G1 ∨ G2

∆; Γ |— G1 ∆; Γ |— G2
(∧R )
∆; Γ |— G1 ∧ G2

∆, D; Γ |— G
(⇒R )
∆; Γ |— D ⇒ G

∆; Γ, C |— G
(⇒CR )
∆; Γ |— C ⇒ G

∆; Γ, C |— G[y/x] Γ `C ∃yC
(∃R )(∗),
∆; Γ |— ∃xG

∆; Γ |— G[y/x]
(∀R )(∗)
∆; Γ |— ∀xG

(*) x, y do not appear free in the sequent of the conclusion.
Fig. 1. hoUC Sequent Rules

In all rules except (CR ), the principal formula is not a constraint. This means that
any connective introduced by the rules must have target type o (and not γ).
This calculus is similar to those defined for higher-order formulas in the literature
(see e.g. [18]), but the presence of constraints induces some modifications. The (λ)
rule, that transforms formulas by λ-conversion, is not needed in hoUC because every
formula in a sequent of a proof is in λ-normal form. Note that, save for the (Flex ) rule
no substitution of a compound term for a variable is made during the application of
the rules, illustrating what might be viewed as a fundamental slogan for this calculus:
constraints are generalized terms. The burden is shifted from terms to potentially more
expressive predicates in the constraint system. This is perhaps best exemplified in the
(∃R ) rule, discussed more at length in [15, 16], by use of which substitutions can be
simulated by constraints C on the left which are inhabited, i.e. those for which a proof
of ∃yC can be found. This may just mean replacing a substitution [t/x] in conventional
logic programming by an equality constraint of the form x ≈ t. However, it is considerably more powerful, because constraints allow for a more general description of a
potential witness for an existentially quantified formula where a specific term might not
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√
exist. For example, in R the constraint (x ∗ x ≈ 2) may represent 2, which is not a
legal term.
The use of constraints also broadens the scope of backchaining by means of the
combination of the (Clause) and (∃R ) rules. Inspection of the (Clause) rule shows
we are not required, as in conventional logic programming, to unify the head of the
selected clause with the atomic goal to be solved, but rather to solve a new existentially
quantified goal that, by the use just discussed of the (∃R ) rule, will result in a search for
a constraint that implies equality of the atomic goal and the clause head. The (Clause)
rule is not applied to flexible atoms, instead flexible atoms are managed with the (Flex )
rule, which permits non-atomic instantiation of the predicate variable.
Proposition 1. The following rules are admissible in hoUC (if the premises are derivable, the conclusion is derivable).
∆; Γ, C[y/x] ` G
∆; Γ, ∃xC ` G

(∃CL ) (∗)

∆; Γ, C ` G

Γ `C C

∆; Γ ` G

∆; Γ ` G[t/x]
(cutC )

∆; Γ, y ≈ t ` G[y/x]

(Subst) (∗)

where the condition (∗) means y 6∈ fv(∆, Γ, G, ∃xC, t), t positive.

Proof. By the induction on the length of the derivation, analyzing cases according to
the last rule applied, and using the properties of the relation `C .
u
t
In fact, as shown in [15], the proof system hoUC is equivalent, with antecedents and
consequents restricted to the executable hoHH(C) fragment, to the extended calculus
hoIC (higher-order Intuitionistic Calculus over C ) which includes the full intuitionistic
theory of types with constraints. hoIC therefore manipulates not necessarily positive
terms, has rules introducing connectives in the left, and a simple axiom for dealing with
atoms, instead of (Clause). That equivalence means that, for any program ∆, for any
set of constraints Γ , and for any goal G: ∆; Γ `hoIC G ⇐⇒ ∆; Γ `hoU C G.
Therefore hoHH(C) satisfies the so-called uniformity property and can be considered as
an abstract logic programming language in the sense defined in [18]. In practical terms
this means that a search for a proof restricted to an operational interpretation of the
connectives does not sacrifice any theorems.
Positive-atomic generated formulas These formulas constitute a subset of formulas
in Church’s theory of types that plays an special role in the definition of the Kripke
semantics for our logic programming language. For these formulas (that include any
hoHH(C) formula) a well-ordering can be defined which allows an induction argument
in the proof of completeness of hoUC.
Definition 3. A formula in Church’s theory of types is called positive-atomic generated or just PA-generated, if it is built up using logical constants from positive atomic
formulas and constraints, and it is in normal form.
Definition 4. Let F be a PA-generated formula. We define the non-positive depth of F ,
δ(F ), to be the length of the longest path from the root node of the parse tree of F to
any occurrence of implication. Inductively:
If F is positive or a constraint then δ(F ) = 0, otherwise
δ(F1 ♦F2 ) = 1 + max(δ(F1 ), δ(F2 )), where ♦ ∈ {∧, ∨, ⇒},
δ(QxF ) = 1 + δ(F ), where Q is ∀ or ∃.
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This measure induces a well-founded order on the set of PA-generated logical formulas.
Lemma 1. For any PA-generated formula F and any positive term t, δ(F [t/x]) =
δ(F ). If F1 ♦F2 , QxF are non-positive PA-generated logical formulas, then:
i) δ(Fi ) < δ(F1 ♦F2 ), for i = 1, 2.
ii) δ(F [t/x]) < δ(QxF ) for any positive term t.
We finish this section with an example that illustrates some of the expressive power
of hoHH(C), when it is used to formalize inductive inference. Critical use is made of
the availability of universal quantification in goals to specify induction conclusions and
of nested implication in Hereditarily Harrop clauses to capture induction hypotheses. In
addition, the presence of (arithmetic) constraints reduces the difficulty of many induction proofs, transferring some of the burden of proof to the constraint solver.
Example 2. Consider the instance hoHH(N ), i.e. using the equational theory of the natural numbers as our constraint system.
The predicate even can be defined by the program clauses below, where the operator +
is managed by the constraint system.
even(0), ∀ x((even(x + 2) ∨ (x ≥ 2 ∧ even(x − 2))) ⇒ even(x)).
In a proof of the property ∀x∀y(even(x) ∧ even(y) ⇒ even(x + y)), the induction
step corresponds to the resolution of the goal:
∀x(∀y(even(x) ∧ even(y) ⇒ even(x + y)) ⇒ ∀y(even(x + 2) ∧ even(y) ⇒ even((x + 2) + y))).

Applying the (⇒R ) rule in reverse (i.e. the so-called augment rule of λProlog) the
clause D ≡ ∀y(even(x) ∧ even(y) ⇒ even(x + y)), corresponding to the induction
hypothesis, is added to the program as a local clause. Then it will be used during subsequent deduction steps, in particular in the proof of the subgoal even((x + 2) + y).
An interesting feature of such a deduction using a mix of constraints and logic is
that since + is a constraint operator, the search tree will be considerably pruned. For
instance, during the proof, it is the constraint solver that checks the satisfiability of
certain constraints such as ∀x∀y∃x1 (x + x1 ≈ (x + 2) + y). In addition, the usual
search problem of the choice of the variable on which induction is done is irrelevant
here. The proof is also successful if y is chosen instead of x, because in this case, the
constraint solver will deal with ∀y∀x∃x1 (x1 + y ≈ x + (y + 2)), in the same way as
before.

3

Higher-Order Kripke Semantics

We first fix conventions and notation for the elementary model theory of the simply
typed λ-calculus and the notion of an applicative structure indexed over a partially ordered set. Next we will define Kripke models for the full underlying logic (Church’s
Intuitionistic Theory of Types) without constraints that requires indexing models of the
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λ-calculus as well. Then our Kripke models are modified to deal with the the fragment
hoHH(C). Constraints and formulas including constraints must be interpreted and additional conditions must be imposed. The need for Kripke semantics arises from the
existence of intuitionistic connectives in our logic.
3.1

Semantic preliminaries

We start by recalling the definition of a model of the typed λ-calculus.
When considering indexed families S = {Sk }, T = {Tk } of sets, we will say f : S → T is
an indexed function if in fact f itself is a family of functions, indexed over the same set as S, T
which respects the indexed structure, that is to say f = {fk : Sk → Tk }.

Definition 5. A Typed Applicative Structure (TAS), D = hD, App, Consti, is given by:
– a type-indexed family of sets D = {Dα |α ∈ Ty}, each member of which, Dα , is called the
carrier for the type α,
– a family of functions App = {Appαβ : Dβα ×Dα → Dβ |α, β ∈ Ty}, and a type preserving
indexed family of assignment functions Const = {Constα : Σ α → Dα |α ∈ Ty}, where
Σ α ⊆ Σ is the set of constants of type α.

Definition 6. Let D be a TAS. A D-environment η is a function from the set of variables
into D which respects types.
Definition 7. Given a typed applicative structure D = hD, App, Consti, a D-environmental
model [[ ]] consists of an indexed family { [[ ]]η |η a D-environment} of total functions from the
terms into D, respecting types, for which the following hold, for any D-environment η:
[[c ]]η
= Const(c), for constants c,
[[x ]]η
= η(x),
for variables x,
[[(t1 t2 ) ]]η
= App( [[t1 ]]η , [[t2 ]]η ),
[[λxα .tβ ]]η = d0 , where d0 ∈ Dβα , d0 is the unique element such that for any d ∈ Dα ,
App(d0 , d) = [[tβ ]]η[x:=d] , where η[x := d] is the D-environment
coinciding with η, save on x, where its value is d.
A model is a triple hD, [[ ]], ηi, where D is a TAS, [[ ]] is a D-environmental model and η is a
D-environment.

Note that existence and uniqueness of the d0 denoting λx.t in environment η is imposed (following [19]) as part of the definition. The condition is quite strong: it ensures
the substitution lemma (below and in [19]). It also guarantees uniqueness of an interpretation for a given environment, as is easily shown by induction on term structure.
For this reason, when the existence of such a [[ ]]η is clear from context we will refer to
the model together with its environment as the pair hD, ηi.
3.2

Kripke Models for Church’s Intuitionistic Higher Order Logic

One of the most widely used semantics for intuitionistic logic was introduced by Kripke
(1963). In Tarski models for classical logic, one must supply a domain and interpretations for function, relation and constant symbols. Kripke models, however consist of a
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partially ordered collection of such domains, together with certain compatibility conditions between them. Perhaps the best way to visualize such a semantics is to think of
a Kripke model as a function defined on a poset (W, ≤), associating with each world
w ∈ W a domain Dw together with interpretations of the language.
Definition 8. Let (W, ≤) be a partially ordered set. A (W, ≤)-indexed typed applicative structure is a family D = {Dw |w ∈ W }, where for each w ∈ W , Dw =
hDw , Appw , Constw i is a typed applicative structure. For each w ≤ w0 ∈ W the
following conditions must be satisfied:
– Monotonicity: Dw ⊆ Dw0 .
– Appw (f, d) = Appw0 (f, d), for any pair (f, d) (of the corresponding type) in Dw .
– Constw (c) = Constw0 (c), for any c ∈ Σ.
Now we define the so-called forcing relation,
between members w of W and
o
. We may think of
as a partial function mapping such pairs,
certain members of Dw
when defined, to true or false. Note that, unlike conventional Kripke models, forcing
is defined entirely within the semantics, that is to say as a relation between worlds
and denotations of formulas, rather than syntactic formulas themselves. Since logical
formulas are terms in higher-order logic, we must supply both a denotation and a truth
value for formulas of type o. We are thus able to deal with a problem mentioned in the
introduction, namely to allow formulas with the same truth values in all models to have
different denotations.
Definition 9. A Kripke applicative structure for Church’s intuitionistic theory of types
is a quadruple K = hW, ≤, D, i, where:
(W, ≤) is a poset.
D = {Dw |w ∈ W } is a (W, ≤)-indexed typed applicative structure.
o
is a binary forcing relation between worlds w ∈ W and logical elements d in Dw
(written w d), satisfying:
o
– The monotonicity requirement, if d ∈ Dw
and w d then for any w0 ∈ W with
0
0
w ≥ w we have w
d.
– The logical conditions, where d1 · d2 abbreviates Appw (d1 , d2 ), and the underlined
symbols c denote the interpreted logical constants Constw (c), for the appropriate
world w:

1. w
3. w
4. w
5. w
6. w
7. w

> always,
∧ · d1 · d2
∨ · d1 · d2
⇒ · d1 · d2
∃ · f oα
∀ · f oα

2. w ⊥ never,
iff w d1 and w d2 ,
iff w d1 or w d2 ,
iff for any w0 ≥ w if w0 d1 , then w0
α
iff for some d ∈ Dw
, w f · d,
0
α
0
iff for every w ≥ w and d ∈ Dw
0, w

d2 ,
f · d.

Several features of this definition are different from its first order counterpart. Firstly,
the forcing relation (viewed as a truth-valued function) is partial: w
d need not
o
be defined for all members of Dw
. In particular, note that there is no atomic case,
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since the individuals on the right of the forcing relation are not syntactic formulas, but
rather denotations in the carrier of type o. Because of the impredicativity of higherorder logic, a Kripke applicative structure is not necessarily uniquely determined by an
o
atomic assignment of truth at each world (taking atoms to mean denotations in Dw
of
atomic formulas). Also monotonicity of forcing must be imposed by definition on all
formulas at once.
Definition 10. Let K be a Kripke applicative structure. A K -environment η is a family
{ηw |w ∈ W } of Dw -environments satisfying the following coherence property, for each
variable x and each pair w, w0 ∈ W with w ≤ w0 : ηw (x) = ηw0 (x).
We can now extend the notion of environmental model to Kripke applicative structures along the lines of Definition 7.
Definition 11. Given a Kripke applicative structure K = hW, ≤, D, i, a Kripke environmental model for K , or a K -interpretation is an indexed family { [[ ]]η | η a K environment} where for each world w ∈ W, [[ ]]ηw is a total function from the set of
terms into Dw , respecting types, and which, for each ηw , satisfies the conditions of
Definition 7. For instance, [[x ]]ηw = ηw (x), and [[(t1 t2 ) ]]ηw = Appw ( [[t1 ]]ηw , [[t2 ]]ηw ).
Given a Kripke environmental model for K we will define the K -interpretation of
a term t over a K -environment η at the world w to be [[t ]]ηw .
Putting the whole package together, we can define our Kripke semantics.
Definition 12. A Kripke model hK , [[ ]], ηi for Church’s intuitionistic theory of types is given
by a Kripke applicative structure K , a Kripke environmental model [[ ]] for K and a K -environment η. Furthermore, for each formula F and world w, w
[[F ]]ηw is defined (true or false).

As before, the notation can be simplified to hK , ηi, as [[ ]]η is uniquely induced.
Now we are able to interpret the intuitionistic formulation of Church’s logic into
our semantics in a straightforward manner.
Definition 13. Let K = hW, ≤, D, i, hK , [[ ]], ηi be a Kripke model, and let F be a logical
formula, i.e. a term of type o. Then we say F is forced at w (or true at w) with environment η,
and write w η F , whenever w
[[F ]]ηw . If F is forced at every w ∈ W in this environment,
we write K |=η F . If either property holds in the presence of all K -environments, then we write
w F or, respectively, K |= F and say that K models or satisfies F (or that F is true in K ).
The previous definitions are extended to finite sets of formulas S, in the natural way.
For instance, w η S, means w η F for all F ∈ S. In addition we will say that hK , ηi
models or satisfies a sequent ∆; Γ ` G when for any world w, if w η ∆ and w η Γ
then w η G.
The whole of intuitionistic type theory can be proved to be sound and complete
with respect to this Kripke semantics. Since our interest is to adapt our semantics to
the logic programming formalism hoHH(C) we will restrict attention to soundness and
completeness for that case. First we will need to extend these definitions to include
constraint systems, and modify the logical conditions.
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3.3

Kripke Models for hoHH(C)

In our language, since we are thinking of the constraint system as a generic black box,
about which we want to say as little as possible, instead of additional structural properties we add a global requirement of soundness with respect to constraint deductions,
and preservation of congruence properties of ≈. Since the formalization of constraints
in Church’s type theory only requires the added presence of a reserved type γ of constraints, and for each type α an equality relation symbol ≈γαα in the language, there is
nothing to add to the basic framework save interpretations for any new constant symγ
bols and a new forcing relation between worlds w and the carriers Dw
of the constraints.
We represent the new forcing relation with the same symbol as logical forcing, since,
as with the proof theory, we can always tell which one we are using by inspecting the
types of the terms present.
However, in the fragment hoHH(C), only positive terms are allowed in atomic formulas. Thus it is sufficient to define the forcing relation w η F , for PA-generated
formulas F , which include both goals and clauses. The relevance that positive terms
have in the syntax of hoHH(C) will be also reflected in the semantics by defining a semantic counterpart to the set of positive terms. This means defining, for each type α
α+
α
and world w, a subset Dw
⊆ Dw
, where positive terms of type α must be interpreted.
Definition 14. A uniform C -Kripke model for hoHH(C) is a triple hK , [[ ]], ηi, where:
– K = hW, ≤, D, i satisfies the requirements of Definition 9 with the following changes:
α+
α
+
• For each type α and world w, there is a distinguished subset Dw
of Dw
(written Dw
when the type is not relevant).
• The forcing relation is extended to a relation between W and Do ∪ Dγ , and it is
defined for (at least) the members of Do ∪ Dγ corresponding to [[F ]], for all PAgenerated formulas F .
As for the logical conditions of this definition, Conditions 6 and 7 of the definition of
α+
models for the full theory of types are restricted to members of Dw
:
α+
, w f · d,
6’. w ∃ · f oα iff for some d ∈ Dw
α+
0
7’. w ∀ · f oα iff for every w0 ≥ w and d ∈ Dw
f · d.
0 , w
– [[ ]] is a K -interpretation and η a K -environment, such that for any w ∈ W , if tα is a
α+
α+
. As a consequence ηw (x) ∈ Dw
, for every variable x.
positive term, then [[t ]]ηw ∈ Dw
– In addition must satisfy the following C -conditions for every w ∈ W :
• C -soundness: For every Γ, C, if Γ `C C then, if w η Γ then w η C.
• Congruence:
(a) For every Ar , A0r , such that w η Ar ≈ A0r , if w η Ar , then w η A0r .
(b) For every flexible atom Xt1 . . . tn and positive term t, such that w η X ≈ t,
if w η Λ((Xt1 . . . tn )[t/X]), then w η (Xt1 . . . tn ).
γα
• C -existential condition: For every w ∈ W , r ∈ Dw
,
γ(γα)
α+
· r ⇐⇒ for some d ∈ Dw , w r · d.
w ∃

We will repeatedly make use of the following technical consequence of these definitions, whose proof is by a straightforward induction on λ-term structure.
Lemma 2 (Substitution). Let hK , [[ ]], ηi be a uniform C -Kripke model. For any positive term t, any PA-formula F , and any world w, [[F [t/x] ]]ηw = [[F ]]ηw [x:= [[t ]]ηw ] .
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4

Soundness and Completeness of hoHH(C)

Since the language hoHH(C) is based on the calculus hoUC, our aim is to prove the
equivalence between provability in hoUC and validity in every uniform C -Kripke model.
4.1

Soundness of hoU C

We begin by showing that what is provable in hoUC is true.
Theorem 1 (Soundness). For every ∆, Γ, G, if ∆; Γ `hoU C G holds, then the sequent
∆; Γ ` G is satisfied in every uniform C -Kripke model for hoHH(C).
Proof. Let hK , ηi be a uniform C -Kripke model for hoHH(C). The proof proceeds by induction
on the length of the proof of the sequent ∆; Γ ` G. The inductive hypothesis is that all sequents
with shorter proofs are satisfied at every world in every uniform C -Kripke model. We consider
the the most interesting case of the induction here, and leave the rest as an exercise for the reader.
Let w be any world such that w η ∆ and w η Γ . If ∆; Γ `hoU C Ar is derived using the
(Clause) rule as a final step, then there is a variant ∀x(G0 ⇒ A0r ) of a clause of elab(∆), such
that the sequent ∆; Γ ` ∃x((A0r ≈ Ar ) ∧ G0 ) has a proof shorter than the proof of ∆; Γ ` Ar .
+
such that
By the induction hypothesis, w η ∃x((A0r ≈ Ar ) ∧ G0 ). Then there are d ∈ Dw
0
0
w η[x:=d] Ar ≈ Ar and w η[x:=d] G . It is easy to prove that w η ∆ implies w η
∀x(G0 ⇒ A0r ), then w η[x:=d] G0 ⇒ A0r . We have w η[x:=d] A0r , because w η[x:=d] G0 . We
conclude w η Ar , because x are not free in Ar , w η[x:=d] A0r ≈ Ar , and by the congruence
of hK , ηi.
t
u
4.2

Completeness

The proof of the completeness is based on the construction of a particular uniform
C -Kripke model, U C, in such a way that coincides with `hoU C when the latter is defined. We are not able to completely define this way because provability of a sequent
∆; Γ ` G in hoUC only makes sense when G is a goal, whereas the relation must be
defined for more general (PA-generated) formulas.
To define the model, we will need to make use of a restricted version of the so-called
Lindenbaum Lemma for the constraint system C .
The Lindenbaum construction for C In its original form, in classical logic, the Lindenbaum lemma (see e.g. [25]) states that a consistent set of sentences can be extended
to a maximal consistent set. In our setting, to prove completeness, we only need to ensure that constraint theories satisfy a pure-variable form of the existential part of this
claim, namely that if a formula A is not derivable from a theory Γ then the theory can
be extended to one that still does not prove A and has the existence property: if it derives an existential formula, it proves a pure-variable instance over a language enriched
only with new variables, but with no new constants.
In the following we will assume that X is a complete set of variables, by which we
α
mean that it contains countably many variables xα
1 , x2 . . . for each type expression α.
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Definition 15. A set of constraints Γ is said to be ∃-saturated over a complete set of
variables X if for any constraint C, whenever Γ ` C ∃xC then for some y in X, we
have Γ `C C[y/x].
Lemma 3. Let V be a complete set of variables (assumed to be the base set of variables
used to build terms in this paper), and let X be a disjoint complete set of variables. For
any ∆, Γ and G, with free variables in V , if ∆; Γ ` G is not derivable in hoUC, then
there is an extension Γ̂ of Γ , with free variables in V ∪ X, which:
– is ∃-saturated over V ∪ X, and
– maintains ∆; Γ̂ 6`hoU C G.
Some adaptation is required to make the proof of Lindenbaum lemma [25] suitable
for hoHH(C). In particular, instead of adding Henkin constants as witnesses for existential formulas, fresh variables are added. This is needed in the completeness theorem
because of the special character of quantifier rules where variables and constraints,
rather than terms, act as witnesses. Otherwise, the proof is straightforward.
The uniform C -Kripke model U C We begin now the construction of the model we
will use to establish completeness. We start with a countable sequence of countable
complete sets of fresh variables X0 ⊂ X1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Xn ⊂ · · · where each Xi+1 \ Xi is
countably infinite.
Definition 16. Given a constraint system C we define U C = hW, ≤, D, i, as follows:
– (W, ≤), the ordered set of worlds is defined as:
W = {h∆, Γ, ni |∆ is a finite set of clauses over Σ and Xn ; Γ is a set of constraints over
Σ and Xn , ∃-saturated over Xn }.
def
h∆1 , Γ1 , n1 i ≤ h∆2 , Γ2 , n2 i ⇐⇒ ∆1 ⊆ ∆2 , Γ1 ⊆ Γ2 and n1 ≤ n2 .
– D = {Dw |w ∈ W }.
For each w = h∆, Γ, ni, Dw is defined as follows:
α
Dw
is the set of open λ-terms in normal form of type α over Σ and the set of variables Xn .
α+
α
Dw
is the subset consisting of the positive terms of Dw
.
Constw (c) = c, c ∈ Σ.
Appw (t1 , t2 ) = Λ(t1 t2 ).
o
γ
– The relation is defined for the elements of Dw
∪ Dw
that are PA-generated formulas. In
order to define h∆, Γ, ni F , we use induction on the non-positive depth δ(F ):
def
(1) If F is a constraint or a positive logical formula (δ(F ) = 0), then h∆, Γ, ni F ⇐⇒
∆; Γ `hoU C F. This case includes pure constraints, and rigid and flexible atoms.
(2) For PA-formulas F that do not satisfy the preceding condition (δ(F ) > 0), h∆, Γ, ni
F is defined according to the definition of for uniform C -Kripke models. For instance,
def
h∆, Γ, ni ∀xα F ⇐⇒ for every h∆0 , Γ 0 , n0 i ∈ W , h∆, Γ, ni ≤ h∆0 , Γ 0 , n0 i, and
α+
every t ∈ Dh∆0 ,Γ 0 ,n0 i , h∆0 , Γ 0 , n0 i
Apph∆0 ,Γ 0 ,n0 i (λx.F, t), i.e., h∆0 , Γ 0 , n0 i
F [t/x].

Note that the relation in this model is defined by induction on the non-positive
depth of formulas, with positive and constraints formulas as the base case. In this way,
we avoid problems with impredicativity, by working with a well-founded order. When
a quantified non-positive formula is instantiated with positive terms, the instance is
simpler with respect to that order, in accordance with Lemma 1.
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We will show that when U C is supplied with a particular environment, it gives rise
to a uniform C -Kripke model for hoHH(C).
For U C , given any environment η there is a unique induced environmental model
[[ ]], satisfying, for all worlds w, the condition [[t ]]ηw = tθηw , where θηw is the substitution mapping each x free in t to ηw (x). Let id be the identity environment: for every
w = h∆, Γ, ni ∈ W , idw maps each variable x ∈ Xn to itself, and let [[ ]] be the induced environmental model. We will prove that hU C , idi is a uniform C -Kripke model
for hoHH(C).
We first establish some technical properties of the relation , that defines U C .
Lemma 4. For every world h∆, Γ, ni, and every clause D over Σ and Xn , if for all
D0 ∈ elab(D), h∆, Γ, ni D0 , then h∆, Γ, ni D.
The proof is by induction on the sum of the non-positive depths of the formulas of
elab(D).
Lemma 5. For every world h∆, Γ, ni, and every F ∈ ∆ ∪ Γ , we have h∆, Γ, ni

F.

Proof. Sketch. The proof of h∆, Γ, ni

C, C ∈ Γ , is immediate, because, for all C ∈ Γ ,
Γ `C C. In order to prove h∆, Γ, ni D, D ∈ ∆, we proceed by induction on the non-positive
depth of D. The base case implies that D is positive. It is then easy to show that ∆; Γ `hoU C D,
so h∆, Γ, ni D, by definition. For the inductive case, in order to prove h∆, Γ, ni D, we first
show that h∆, Γ, ni D0 for every D0 ∈ elab(D), then conclude h∆, Γ, ni D, using Lemma
4. If D0 ∈ elab(D), then D0 ≡ ∀x(G ⇒ Ar ). In order to establish h∆, Γ, ni ∀x(G ⇒ Ar )
we need to make use of the following claim:
If ∀x(G ⇒ Ar ) ∈ elab(∆), then for all h∆0 , Γ 0 , n0 i ∈ W , h∆, Γ, ni ≤ h∆0 , Γ 0 , n0 i and
+
0
0
0
t ∈ Dh∆
G[t/x] then, ∆0 ; Γ 0 `hoU C G[t/x].
0 ,Γ 0 ,n0 i , if h∆ , Γ , n i
From this fact, proving h∆, Γ, ni ∀x(G ⇒ Ar ) can be reduced to proving that ∆; Γ `hoU C
Ar [t/x] (for any t), if ∆; Γ `hoU C G[t/x]. But this is easy to prove using (Subst) and (Clause),
since ∀x(G ⇒ Ar ) ∈ elab(∆).
The proof of the claim is by induction on δ(G[t/x]). The base case is trivial. For the inductive
step, we must consider the possible structure of G[t/x]. We show here the most interesting case:
G[t/x] ≡ D0 ⇒ G0 : If ∆00 = ∆0 ∪ {D0 }, h∆00 , Γ 0 , n0 i D0 , applying the outer induction
on δ(D), since D0 ∈ ∆00 , and observe that in fact δ(D0 ) < δ(D), because if ∀x(G ⇒ Ar ) ∈
elab(D) and D non-positive, then δ(D) > δ(G) = δ(G[t/x]), by Lemma 1, and δ(G[t/x]) >
δ(D0 ). So h∆00 , Γ 0 , n0 i G0 , since h∆0 , Γ 0 , n0 i D0 ⇒ G0 and h∆00 , Γ 0 , n0 i ≥ h∆0 , Γ 0 , n0 i.
Then, ∆0 , D0 ; Γ 0 `hoU C G0 , by the induction on δ(G[t/x]). Therefore ∆0 ; Γ 0 `hoU C D0 ⇒ G0 ,
according to (⇒R ).
t
u

Proposition 2. For all worlds h∆, Γ, ni and goal G, with free variables in Xn :
If h∆, Γ, ni

G, then ∆; Γ `hoU C G.

Proof. By induction on the non-positive depth of G. The argument is similar to that of
the claim established in the proof of Lemma 5.
t
u
Lemma 6. U C , [[ ]], id is a uniform C -Kripke model for hoHH(C).
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Proof. The requirements of Definition 14 must be proved. It is easy to prove that (W, ≤)
is a poset, D a (W, ≤)-indexed TAS, [[ ]] a U C -interpretation and id a U C -environment.
+
In addition [[t ]]idw = t, so if t is a positive term, [[t ]]idw ∈ Dw
. Let us show the
requirements for are satisfied.
Monotonicity requirement. By induction on the non-positive depth of PA-formulas.
For the base case, the monotonicity of is derived from the monotonicity of `hoU C
with respect to ∆ and Γ . The inductive step is straightforward.
Logical conditions. For PA-formulas that are not constraints neither positive logical
formulas, those conditions are satisfied by definition. For constraints and positive formulas, the arguments are straightforward1 . Here we establish one of the more delicate
cases:
∃xG: Suppose h∆, Γ, ni ∃xG, then by definition of and (∃R ) rule, there is C
such that ∆; Γ, C `hoU C G[y/x] and Γ ` C ∃yC, where y is not free in ∆, Γ, ∃xG.
Since Γ is ∃-saturated over Xn , then Γ ` C C[z/y] for some z ∈ Xn . By the properties of hoUC, ∆; Γ, C[z/y] `hoU C G[z/x], because y was fresh. But this implies
that ∆; Γ `hoU C G[z/x], from the fact Γ ` C C[z/y] and (cutC ). Therefore there is
+
z ∈ Dh∆,Γ,ni
, such that h∆, Γ, ni G[z/x].
+
Conversely if there is t ∈ Dh∆,Γ,ni
such that h∆, Γ, ni
G[t/x], then ∆; Γ `hoU C
G[t/x] by definition, and ∆; Γ, y ≈ t `hoU C G[y/x], with y fresh, applying (subst). So
∆; Γ `hoU C ∃xG in accordance with (∃R ). Hence we can conclude h∆, Γ, ni ∃xG,
because ∃xG is positive and the definition of .
The proof for the C -conditions are routine, and left to the reader.
t
u
We will refer to our uniform C -Kripke model simply as U C . By the definitions of [[ ]]
and id, the notation h∆, Γ, ni id G is equivalent to h∆, Γ, ni G.
Finally, we prove that the formal system hoUC, is complete for C -Kripke semantics.
That means that any hoUC sequent true in all of our models is derivable.
Theorem 2 (Completeness of hoUC). For every ∆, Γ , G over Σ, and V , if every
uniform C -Kripke model for hoHH(C) satisfies the sequent ∆; Γ ` G, then ∆; Γ `hoU C
G.
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that there are ∆, Γ, G, such that any uniform C Kripke model for hoHH(C) satisfies ∆; Γ ` G, but there is no hoUC derivation of the
sequent ∆; Γ ` G. By the Lindenbaum Lemma (3), there is a set of constraints, Γ 0 ,
that extends Γ , ∃-saturated over certain Xn , such that there is no hoUC derivation of
the sequent ∆; Γ 0 ` G.
So in the model U C , by Lemma 5, h∆, Γ 0 , ni id ∆, and h∆, Γ 0 , ni id Γ . Hence,
h∆, Γ 0 , ni id G, because U C satisfies ∆; Γ ` G, by the hypothesis of the theorem.
Then by Proposition 2, ∆; Γ 0 `hoU C G, contradicting the hypothesis of Γ 0 .
t
u
Logical Intensionality As discussed in the first section, one of our aims was to produce a model theory in which logical equivalence of two logical formulas F1 and
1

Notice that those formulas are always goals.
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F2 would not necessarily imply validity of p(F1 ) ⇒ p(F2 ) for every predicate symbol p. Take p be a constant of type o → o, Ar a rigid atomic formula, and consider C for which ≈ coincides with ≡λ . In the model U C , p(Ar ) ⇒ p(Ar ∧ Ar )
is not forced at the root node h∅, ∅, 0i, since by Proposition 2, this would mean that
∅; ∅ `hoU C p(Ar ) ⇒ p(Ar ∧ Ar ), and hence {p(Ar )}; ∅ `hoU C p(Ar ∧ Ar ). Since 6`C
Ar ≈ Ar ∧ Ar , this is impossible.

5

Conclusion

We have introduced a semantic framework based on Kripke structures for Intuitionistic Higher-Order Type Theory with constraints to model the declarative content of a
representative higher-order constraint logic programming language, with simply typed
λ-terms, implication and universal quantification in goals. The underlying logic of λProlog is covered as a special case. We have shown the program calculus sound and
complete.
We build on Mitchell-Moggi Kripke λ-models [20], but go well beyond equational
reasoning, to model predicates in an impredicative higher-order logic with constraints.
Our results extend earlier work on declarative semantics for some executable fragments of the logic: First-order Hereditarily Harrop formulas [17], classical Higher-order
Horn formulas in [26, 2] and semantics for hoHH in [5, 14] and [8] for HH(C ).
A key direction for future work is to understand how to adapt the framework defined here to deal with polymorphic types, linear logic or a linear constraint system, or
to exploit the constraint framework for specific abstract syntax and metaprogramming
applications. It would also be of interest to define Kripke models more sensitive operationally to a specific proof procedure, as well as to study observational equivalence and
abstract interpretation in this context, a matter for further research.
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